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Discover what’s new in nursing education!

Osmosis’ videos for nursing — now available in Sherpath!

Osmosis is the on-demand education tool that helps actively engage students and foster their success through bite-sized, illustrated videos. This simplifies and encourages active learning with comprehensive coverage and curated videos that create a more interactive classroom experience! A carefully chosen series of Osmosis videos are seamlessly integrated into select Sherpath collections.

Watch the Video

Next Generation NCLEX® (NGN)

Refresh your knowledge with our NGN Faculty Guide

Revisit the guide by Donna Ignatavicius and Linda Silvestri which includes steps to integrate NGN prep into the classroom, tips on how to write unfolding case studies, an in-depth look at the new NGN item types, and test-taking strategies to share with students.

DOWNLOAD NOW

Upcoming CE Webinars

Don’t miss Donna Spiviey’s Writing NGN Item Types and Cheryl Wilson’s Evaluating NGN Readiness webinars.

REGISTER TODAY

New and Noteworthy

Nursing Education Podcast

Listen as Brittany Sorrell, DNP, MSN, RN, from Northern Kentucky University discusses the significance of empathetic teaching and tactical ways to implement this philosophy into the classroom. Hollie Moots, DNP, RN, CNE, CHSE, Elsevier’s own nursing education specialist, reinforces the importance of building rapport with students and how showing your human side can have a lasting impact on the student journey.

LISTEN NOW

How Can We Help?

Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you’d like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.

Contact Us